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India makes key arrest in Mumbai terror
plot
By Harmeet Shah Singh, CNN



 Updated 0533 GMT (1233 HKT) June 27, 2012

  

CNN recommends
Indians: End 'degrading' rape
exam
Advocates say the exam
includes unnecessarily
invasive and irrelevant
procedures -- like a so-called
"two finger" test.
Capital goes hungry amid
carnage



The face that launched 1,000
myths?

Fireﬁghters try to put out a ﬁre at the historic Taj Mahal Hotel in Mumbai on November 27, 2008.

Supporters of Richard III want
a reconstruction of his head to
bring a human aspect to a
leader portrayed as a
murderous villain.

A key suspect in the 2008 Mumbai terror attacks that
killed more than 160 people has been apprehended,
Indian authorities said Tuesday.

Story highlights
The suspect is identiﬁed as Abu Jundal
Investigators believe Jundal was on the phone
coordinating the attack from Pakistan
Indian forces killed nine of the 10 gunmen and
later put the lone survivor on trial.

The Indian-born man, known as Abu Jundal, was
recently arrested in New Delhi, said public prosecutor
Ujjwal Nikam.

Former hostage 'shamed' by
torture
Robert Fowler spent 130 days
held hostage by the same al
Qaeda group that was behind
the Algeria massacre. He
shares his experience.

"He was a key conspirator, who abetted the attack and
carried out the planning," according to Nikam, who did

not say when the arrest was made.
Investigators believe Jundal was on the phone coordinating the attack from Pakistan as 10
gunmen staged the bloody three-day siege throughout India's commercial capital.
"He was there in the terror control room," Nikam said. "His voice was intercepted here."
While New Delhi police refused Tuesday to comment on
the arrest, the Mumbai court handling the case has
issued a warrant asking that Jundal appear before it.



The attacks targeted Mumbai's Taj Mahal Palace and
Tower and Oberoi-Trident hotels, the city's historic
Victoria Terminus train station and the Jewish cultural
center, Chabad House.

Terrorist thumbs his nose at U.S.
bounty 02:57
PLAY VIDEO

Four convicted in Scandinavian 'Mumbai-style' terror plot


India blamed the attacks on Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, a

Supplies of food, clothing and
fuel are running short in
Damascus and people are
going hungry as the civil war
drags on.

North Korea nuclear dream
video



As "We are the World" plays,
a video shows what looks like
a nuclear attack on the U.S.
Jim Clancy reports on a
bizarre video from North
Korea.
Why U.S.-Russia relations
have frozen
The relationship is, once
again, cold enough to make
Obama's much-trumpeted
"reset" in Russian-U.S.

Pakistan-based terror group allied with al Qaeda. The

relations seem thoroughly off
the rails.

group denied responsibility.
Indian forces killed nine of the 10 gunmen and later put the lone survivor on trial.

Iraq war: What was your
experience?

In May 2010, Mohammed Ajmal Kasab, a Pakistani who was photographed holding an assault
weapon during the siege, was convicted of murder, conspiracy and waging war on India.

Ten years on, what do you
think the Iraq war has
changed in you, and in your
country? Send us your
thoughts and experiences.

Two Indian nationals accused of conspiracy in the case -- Fahim Ansari and Sabauddin Ahmed -were acquitted by the court in Mumbai.
More than 160 people were killed in November 2008, as the 10 men attacked Mumbai buildings
including the Taj Mahal Palace and Tower and Oberoi-Trident hotels, the city's historic Victoria
Terminus train station, and the Jewish cultural center, Chabad House.

Daniela Mercury: Music is
Brazil's soul



India blamed the attacks on the Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, a Pakistan-based terror group allied with al
Qaeda.
Authorities said Kasab was trained by the organization, which was banned in Pakistan in 2002
after an attack on India's parliament.

Photos: Faces of the world

The development derailed a fragile peace process between the nuclear-armed neighbors for
about 15 months.

Photojournalist Alison Wright
travelled the world to capture
its many faces in her latest
book, "Face to Face: Portraits
of the Human Spirit."

Under American pressure, the two arch-rivals resumed their full spectrum of dialogue last year in
their bid to build trust.
The news of Jundal's arrest comes ahead of next month's meeting in New Delhi between Indian
and Pakistani foreign secretaries.
Pakistani diplomats said they will continue to cooperate with India on such matters.
"Pakistan has been in the forefront in the campaign against terror," a statement from the
Pakistani high commission in New Delhi said. "As agreed at the highest level between Pakistan
and India, terrorism is a common concern and counter-terrorism cooperation is in the mutual
interest of both countries."
Indictments in Mumbai, Denmark terror plots

Musician Daniela Mercury has
sold more than 12 million
albums worldwide over a
career span of nearly 30
years.

How to fix a soccer match



Europol claims 380 soccer
matches, including top level
ones, were fixed - as the
scandal widens, CNN's Dan
Rivers looks at how it's done.
Disney: Star Wars spinoffs
there will be
That galaxy far, far away is
apparently bigger than first
thought. The "Star Wars"
franchise will get two spinoff
movies, Disney announced.
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It's an essential part of any
trip, an activity we all take part
in. Yet almost none of us are
any good at it. Souvenir
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